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 The emergence of reconfigurable computing has opened up the possibility of a new 

research field in the area of digital design. The processing element is the main 

computational unit of a Reconfigurable Cell. With the advent in VLSI technology, 

several Processing Elements can be used to obtain complex functions and a major 
challenge is to guarantee their fault free operation. In this paper, we present the design 

and implementation of a reconfigurable data path with online fault detection 

mechanism. The data path performs addition and multiplication operations and a fault 
detection mechanism based on the control signals as well as nature of operands 

respectively. A fault detection mechanism is introduced to detect the faults while the 

data path is in operation. The design was modeled using Verilog HDL and simulated 
and synthesized using Xilinx ISE 14.2. The design was also synthesized in Leonardo 

Spectrum. A comparison was made by implementing the design in different FPGA 
devices. The results show that the proposed data path has better device utilization and 

less delay in Virtex 5 FPGA and a fault detection mechanism is implemented with less 

area and delay overhead.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Reconfigurable computing has become a subject of great deal of research due to its potential to accelerate a 

wide variety of applications such as multimedia, telecom and wireless communication. It abridges the gap 

between flexibilty and performance by combining the configurability of software solutions with high 

performance hardware architectures like Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). FPGAs are programmable 

logic devices which allow the implementation of digital systems. These devices offer bit-level granularity and 

becomes viable alternative to ASICs for a number of applications. Partial Reconfiguration (PR) is a feature of 

modern FPGAs. It is the ability to reconfigure selected areas of an FPGA any time after its initial configuration 

(Wang Lie and Wu Feng-yan, 2009). PR is divided into two namely Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration (DPR) 

and Static Partial Reconfiguration. The former also known as active partial reconfiguration allows to change or 

reconfigure a part of the device while other parts is still running while in latter the device is not active during 

reconfiguration. The concept of DPR can be exploited in many application fields to fulfill space requirements, to 

provide high level of flexibilty and to enhance performance or to reduce power dissipation. 

 Since FPGAs favour bit level operations, it results in high power dissipation and limited performance gain. 

Still, the accelerating need for high performance, due to complex and real time applications, combined with tight 

time-to-market constraints and the need for high flexibility due to evolving standards, has led to the emergence 

of another type of reconfigurable architecture called Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable Architecture (CGRA). 

CGRAs try to overcome the disadvantages of FPGA-based computing solutions by providing word level 

granularity, multiple-bit wide data paths and complex operators instead of bit-level granularity. Thus, the 

routing overhead generated by having to compose complex operators from bit-level processing units is avoided. 

As a result several CGRAs (eg. Multimedia Oriented Reconfigurable Architecture) were proposed to offer high 

performance but they come at high cost and consume more power. The Processing Element is the main 

computational unit of a Reconfigurable Cell (Chalamalasetti et al., 2009) and is responsible for all arithmetic, 

logic and accumulation operations. It is therefore important to develop extendable arithmetic processing units 
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which allow modular system design in order to guarantee maximum throughput from a reconfigurable array-

based architecture (Purohit et al., 2013). Thus by extending or reusing the integer data paths, it provides 

efficient resource utilization, faster development time and low cost. The architecture of an integer 

reconfigurable data path is proposed in (Purohit et al., 2013). It can perform addition, subtraction, multiplication 

and accumulation operations. High performance computation can be achieved by using the data path and it uses 

an extendable arithmetic algorithm (Purohit et al., 2013). It also allows modular use and can be used to replace 

aritmetic data paths in any architecture without much architectural optimization. 

 With the development in VLSI technology, several Processing Elements can be used to obtain complex 

functions. A major challenge is to guarantee their fault free operation. Any error in data may adversely affect the 

system; therefore some levels of fault detection must be incorporated in order to improve the system reliability. 

In this paper, a reconfigurable data path is proposed that performs addition and multiplication operations along 

with an online fault detection mechanism depending on the nature of operands. Verilog HDL was used to design 

the data path. It is synthesized using Xilinx ISE 14.2 and Leonardo Spectrum. For the verification of the fault 

detection, faults are introduced in the ‘.xdl’ file of the data path .The synthesis result is used to obtain the 

performance of data paths in terms of area and delay. 

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Next section gives a brief description of related works on data 

path design followed by the architecture of the proposed data path. Next section presents the evaluation and 

synthesis results. Finally the concluding remark and future work is presented. 

  

Related Works: 

 The concept of reconfigurable computing has been in existence for quite sometime. In 1996 Ethan Mirsky 

and Andre Delton proposed a novel Coarse Grained Reconfigurable Architecture MATRIX and it comprises an 

array of identical Basic Functional Units (BFUs) (Ethan Mirsky and Andre Delton, 1996). The proposed 

approach results in a general purpose, reconfigurable computing architecture which roubstly yields high 

performance across a wide range of computational task. Architecture was the Reconfigurable Architecture 

Workstation (RAW) (Taylor et al., 2004) and the idea of RAW is to provide simple, highly parallel computing 

architecture. Rong Lin proposed a dynamically reconfigurable processor for computing inner products and was 

efficient in terms of speed, VLSI area, regularity and power dissipation (Rong Lin, 2001). Wang Lie and Wu 

Feng-yan published a paper on dynamic partial reconfiguration in FPGAs and illustarted the advantages of early 

access partial reconfiguration (Wang Lie and Wu Feng-yan, 2009). 

 The concept of extendable and reusable arithmetic units have been proposed by several groups since it 

affects the performance of the entire system. An area and time efficient reconfigurable arithmetic unit (Xydis et 

al., 2007), a low power low cost computational model for multimedia applications (Xiang et al., 2006), 

organisation and FPGA implementation of MORA processor core (Chalamalasetti et al., 2009) were proposed. 

Performance comparison of different previous reconfigurable data paths was illustrated and two new processing 

elements were proposed and its evaluation is done in (Purohit et al., 2008).  

 However the disadvantages of previous approaches were overcome in the data path proposed in (Purohit et 

al., 2013). The architecture of the data path proposed in (Purohit et al., 2013) is shown in Fig. 1. It can perform 

N-bit addition, multiplication, subtraction and accumulation operations. A technique known as Divide and 

Conquer approach was used here. It involves breaking up of the multiplier into two and then the multiplication 

operation is performed. For example, consider two 8-bit operands A and B. Here instead of performing an 8x8 

multiplication, the operand A is split into two 4-bit numbers A [7:4] and A [3:0] and performs two 8x4 

multiplication in parallel thus reducing the number of partial products. Here the appropriate operands are fed in 

to the two Wallace tree multipliers [Wallace, 1964] by means of multiplexers controlled by signals S0 to S3. In 

the data path the two multipliers perform B [N-1:0] x A [N-1: N/2] and B [N-1:0] x A [N/2-1:0].  The 

intermediate products are added using 3:2 compressors and the third input to the compressor is 0. The ‘N/2’ 

least significant bits of B [N-1:0] x A [N/2-1:0] forms the LSB bits of the final product. The ‘N’ most 

significant bits of B [N-1:0] x A [N/2-1:0] are added with the ‘N’ LSB bits of B [N-1:0] x A [N-1: N/2] to 

obtain the ‘N’ intermediate bits of the final product and the ‘N/2’ MSB bits of B [N-1:0] x A [N-1: N/2] forms 

the MSB bits of the final product. In case of addition operation, the multiplier on the left and right performs A 

[N-1: N/2] x 1 and B [N-1:0] x 1 respectively. The control signals S0 and S1 sends the suitable operands to the 

multiplier block and the intermediate products are added by using the compressors. The multiplexer controlled 

by the signal S2 sends A [N/2-1:0] to the adder stage. The output of the compressor is added along with A [N/2-

1:0] to obtain the final computation A+B. Subtraction operation is similar to that of addition. Here the multiplier 

on the left multiplies the complement of A [N-1: N/2] with 1 and on the right performs B [N-1:0] x 1. The 

multiplexer controlled by the signals S4 and S5 sends the complement of the LSB bit of operand A to the adder 

stage and the carry input to the adder stage is set to 1. Accumulation operation is perfromed by using the 

multiplexers controlled by the signal S6.  
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Fig. 1: Generalized architecture of the data path proposed in (Purohit et al., 2013). 

 

Proposed Architecture: 

 Controllers are used for building systems with control inputs and control outputs. We also need systems 

with data inputs and data outputs, that is, we need registers to hold the data and functional units to operate on the 

data. Such components are known as Register-Transfer Level (RTL) components or data path components and a 

circuit composed of such components is known as a data path. The selection of data path width for architecture 

is a trade-off between flexibility and efficiency. Many of the applications involve repetitive arithmetic 

operations and therefore the design of arithmetic data path is important since it affects the overall performance 

of the system. Another major challenge is to guarantee fault free operation of the circuit since it affects the 

reliability of the system. 

 The architecture of the proposed reconfigurable data path with online fault detection mechanism is shown 

in Fig. 2. The data path can perform N-bit addition and multiplication operations. Performance efficiency of an 

arithmetic unit often depends on the multiplication algorithms used and are used to illustrate methods of 

designing different cells so that they fit in to large structures. A basic multiplier consists of three stages namely 

partial product generation, partial product addition and final addition. The second satge is the most important 

stage, since it determines the overall speed of the multiplier. Here we consider the optimization of this stage. In 

order to reduce the number of partial products, Divide and Conquer (Purohit et al., 2013) approach was used and 

to reduce the number of addition stages Wallace tree multiplication and compressors were used. 

 The data path contains multiplexers, multipliers, compressors and adders. It also contains an equality 

comparator and an array of XNOR gates (equality detector) which are used for online fault detection. Depending 

on the control vectors, the multiplexers route the appropriate operands to the multiplier and adder blocks. The 

addition and multiplication operation of the data path is simlar to that of the data path proposed in (Purohit et 

al., 2013) except a reduction in the number of components. 

 In the data path two N x N/2 multipliers are used. By exploiting this feature of dual modular redundancy 

(DMR), an online fault detection mechanism is introduced into the data path. DMR uses two equivalent 

functional units and provides fault detection when the units that should give the same results give different 

results. If the operands a2 [N-1: N/2] and a5 [N/2-1:0] are identical then a fault can be detected. Initially by 

using an equality comparator that consists of an array of XNOR gates it is verified that whether a2 [N-1: N/2] 

and a5 [N/2-1:0] are identical or not. The output of the equality comparator is given as the enable pin of a tri 

state buffer. The output of the two Wallace tree multipliers is given as the inputs of the tri state buffers. If both 

the inputs of the equality comparator are same, then its ouput is 1 and the two tri state buffers are enabled.  

 The outputs of the tri state buffers are then given to a completion detection logic which identifies the 

completion of multiplication operation .If the completion detection logic is ‘1’ the  output from the Wallace 

multiplier is fed to an array of XNOR gates. The output of the equality detector is given as the input of an AND 

gate and if its output is 1, the circuit is fault free otherwise it is faulty. If the inputs of the equality comparator 

are different then its ouput is 0 and the tri state buffers get disabled. This is an online fault detection mechanism 

since it donot require the system to shut down to detect the fault. In order to detect a fault, fault needs to be 

introduced into the circuit. This can be done by converting the NCD file of the fault free circuit into Xilinx 

Design Language (XDL) by using a tool –XDL and the XDL file has to be edited to introduce fault. This file is 

then converted back to NCD and the NCD file back to Verilog netlist file and this code will be simulated. 
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Fig. 2: Generalized architecture of the proposed data path. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

 In order to evaluate the feasibilty of the proposed data path, the data path was designed using Verilog HDL 

and synthesized using Xilinx ISE 14.2 and Leonardo Spectrum. The data path proposed in [1] and also the data 

path that supports only addition and multiplication operations were also synthesized and implemented. We 

implemented 8-bit (N=8) version of data paths to understand the tradeoffs involved. 

 

Experimental result using Xilinx ISE 14.2:  

 First, the functional simulation of data path with and without fault detection mechanism and data path 

proposed by (Purohit et al., 2013) was done by using ISim with exhaustive test bench. After the functional 

simulation process, fault injection was done by generating and converting the NCD file which is an unreadable 

file of the fault free circuit, which is the output of place and route process into an XDL using ncd2xdl 

conversion feature of Xilinx. The created XDL file has the same name as the NCD file with XDL file extension. 

Fault can be introduced by editing this XDL file. Then the XDL file is converted back to NCD file using 

xdl2ncd conversion feature of Xilinx. Then the post route simulation is again performed to verify the fault 

detection mechanism with appropriate test vectors. The above process was done for Xilinx FPGA device Virtex-

5 XC5VLX110T. Successful simulation is then followed by the synthesis process with various Xilinx FPGA’s 

to obtain the maximum combinational path delay and device utilization for FPGA implementation. The 

synthesis was also performed by using Leanardo Specturm to obtain gate level delay and area. 

 Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 shows the simulation waveform for the proposed data path before and after fault injection. 

Here ‘a1’, ‘a2’ and ‘a5’ are the inputs, ‘q’ and ‘x’ are the outputs of data path and equality detector respectively, 

‘sel0’, ‘sel1’ and ‘sel2’ are the select lines. The output ‘f’ indicates the presence or absence of faults. The select 

lines are used to choose whether the data path performs addition or multiplication operations. Here 

{sel0,sel1,sel2} = {101} indicates that the data path performs multiplication operation. When the value of both 

a2 and a5 are same, the equality detector becomes active and the circuit is fault free, i.e., f = 0. When the value 

of both a2 and a5 are different, then the equality detector becomes inactive and fault detection is not performed 

as shown in Fig. 3. After fault injection when both a2 and a5 are same, the fault is detected (f = 1) as shown in 

Fig. 4. 

 
 

Fig. 3: Simulation waveform for the proposed data path before fault injection. 

 

 When the value of both a2 and a5 are same, the equality detector becomes active and the circuit is fault free, 

i.e., f = 0. When the value of both a2 and a5 are different, then the equality detector becomes inactive and fault 

detection is not performed as shown in Fig. 3. After fault injection when both a2 and a5 are same, the fault is 

detected (f = 1) as shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4: Simulation waveform for the proposed data path after fault injection. 

 

 Table 1 shows the device utilization of the proposed data path, data path with addition and multiplication 

operations and the data path proposed in (Purohit et al., 2013) for different FPGA devices. Our proposed data 

path utilizes less number of slices, LUTs, IOs and IOBs when it is implemeted on Virtex 5. But when it is 

implemented on Spartan 3 and Virtex 4, the device utilization is more. So it is clear that Virtex 5 has lower 

device utilization with 48 IOs and IOBS, 138 LUTs and 66 slices. Also, our proposed data path results in a 

slight increase in the number of slices, LUTs, IOs and IOBs as compared to the data path with addition and 

multiplication operations.  

 Table 2 shows the timing details of various data paths for different devices. The design has different delays 

when implemented on different devices. The proposed data path has less delay when it is implemented on Virtex 

5 than on Spartan 3 and Virtex 4. Also, it does not result in much increase in delay as compared to data path 

with addition and multiplication operations.  

 
Table 1: Device utilization of various data paths. 

Device Architecture Slice occupied LUTs Number of IOs Number of bonded 
IOBs 

Spartan 3 

(XC3S400) 

Proposed data path 111 207 48 48 

 Data path with add and 
mult operations 

 

100 180 35 35 

 Data path proposed in 
(Purohit et al., 2013) 

112 211 60 60 

Virtex 4 

(XC4VFX12) 

Proposed data path 111 207 48 48 

 Data path with add and 
mult operations 

 

100 180 35 35 

 Data path proposed in 

(Purohit et al., 2013) 

112 211 60 60 

Virtex 5 

(XC5VLX110T) 

Proposed data path 66 138 48 48 

 Data path with add and 

mult operations 
 

52 111 35 35 

 Data path proposed in 

(Purohit et al., 2013) 

74 128 60 60 

 
Table 2: Timing details of various data paths. 

Device Architecture Delay (ns) 

Spartan 3 (XC3S400) Proposed data path 36.208 

 Data path with add and mult operations 36.610 

 Data path proposed in (Purohit et al., 2013) 86.325 

Virtex 4 (XC4VFX12) Proposed data path 20.150 

 Data path with add and mult operations 20.541 

 Data path proposed in (Purohit et al., 2013) 45.683 

Virtex 5 (XC5VLX110T) Proposed data path 16.033 

 Data path with add and mult operations 16.005 

 Data path proposed in (Purohit et al., 2013) 33.367 

 

Experimental result using Leonardo Spectrum: 

 Table 3 shows the area and timing details of various data paths. Total accumulated area includes the number 

of gates and the number of accumulated instances and the delay is the critical path delay. It can be seen that 

even by introducing fault detection technique into the data path it does not result in much increase in area and 

delay. 
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Table 3: Area and timing details of various data paths. 

 Proposed data path Data path with add and mult 

operations 

Data path proposed in 

(Purohit et al., 2013) 

Number of ports 35 35 68 

Number of nets 350 336 444 

Number of accumulated 

instances 

331 319 392 

Number of gates 1641 1595 2001 

Delay 19.85 19.05 42.56 

 

 A comparison of delay and area of proposed architecture with other data paths are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 

6. The online facility of the proposed work has a delay overhead of 4.1% and an area overhead of 2.8%.  

 

Conclusion And Future Work: 

 In this paper, we presented the design of a reconfigurable data path with online fault detection mechanism. 

Depending on the control signals the data path performs both addition and multiplication operations. It also 

incorporates an online fault detection method depending on the nature of operands. A fault insertion technique is 

also described to insert the faults so that by using the test vectors the faults can be detected. It is clear from the 

analysis that the introduction of fault detection technique do not result in considerable increase in the total area 

and delay of the data path. The data path can also be extended and the generalized structure of the data path 

makes it ideal for many applications. Our future effort is to use the data path for building self-repair 

reconfigurable systems for DSP applications. 

 

 

Fig. 5: Delay comparison of proposed datapath with others. 

 

 

Fig. 6: Area comparison of proposed datapath with others. 
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